Mounting instructions for the Boulder Beta Rear Bag MK301
Thank you for purchasing the Boulder Beta Rear Bag
*READ THROUGHLY BEFORE ATTACHING BAGS TO THE MOTORCYCLE*
*For best results take a test ride before putting your Boulder Beta to use*
*Helpful hint: Before you begin stuff each bag with a sleeping bag or quilt to give it body*
***Be cautious to position the Boulder Beta Rear Bag as far away from the exhaust pipe/s as possible***
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Bag orientation
*Please note the various parts of the Boulder Beta.
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Rear mounting straps
The Boulder Beta has handles under the side compression straps to help position the bag onto your motorcycle.
Attaching the Boulder Beta
1-Set the Boulder Beta on the passenger section of the seat.
2-Thread the front mounting straps through the passenger peg brackets. FIG2 & FIG3
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3-Thread the Rear Straps around the grab handles or rear rack. Rack mount shown (The rear mounting has
various mounting options depending on your motorcycle). FIG6
FIG6 Rear mounting
FIG7 Rear mounting options

**For more security thread the rear mounting straps through a rear rack or grab handle and through the
2”D-rings on the side compression straps and back to the buckle** FIG7
4-Tighten all front and rear mounting straps snug.
5-Tighten the 2 top compression straps; start with the top front then top rear.
6-Tighten the side compression straps on each leg.
To Attach an additional bag on the rear
1-Clip the duffel straps to the 4 loose 2”D-rings on the rear of the bag (next to each top compression strap).
2-Set duffel on the rack or rear of bike, thread the loose end of the strap through D-rings on the Renegade
Duffel and through the buckle.
**For maximum security thread the duffel straps through slots in a top rack then around the duffel to the
buckle**
3-Tighten both duffel straps snug.
The Inside Pouch
Inside pouch purposes:
1- It’s a pocket under the main opening for quick access items.
2- It’s an internal compression pocket, connect the buckles on the interior pouch and tighten (this releases
tension on the main zipper making the Boulder Beta easier to zip closed).
3- It’s removable to bring the pocket with you. Unclip the buckles and undo the hook and loop tabs to take it
away.
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Packing Hints
Loosen the top and side compression straps to make access easier.
The Boulder Beta includes 3 liners one for each leg and one for the center.
Pack your sleeping bag in the bottom of the exhaust side leg. Pack your tent or stove in the bottom of the
non-exhaust side leg.
Pack your tools in the center bottom of the bag.

If you have any questions about the Boulder Beta Rear Bag, please contact us at 800/535-8131 or
info@wolfmanluggage.com
Enjoy.
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